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1.
A warm welcome to the February Edition of our Monthly Magazine .As always ,with
thanks for all articles and contributions .There is so much happening that editing down to the
main/key items was a little bit difficult.
Best Wishes :

Mike Morrice
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1. Overview / News Summary.

The Association of Controls Management --- Website/News Updates (February-2020)
Copies of monthly news-letter is available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Main Website updates include –

-

Looking for a job , upload your’ cv so employers can find you at http://www.taocm.co.uk/6.-jobs-board.html

-

Looking for Membership info’/How to apply for Membership at http://www.taocm.co.uk/routes-to-membership.html

-

Looking for current Planning/Controls Research Projects at http://www.taocm.co.uk/5.-research-and-development.html

Looking for a job , hundreds of new jobs posted every day at http://www.taocm.co.uk/6.-jobs-board.html
Looking for an extensive library of free Planning/Controls info http://www.taocm.co.uk/4.-association-library.html
Looking for Free Planning/Controls training videos at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Looking for Free copies of all International Planning Standards http://www.taocm.co.uk/4.-association-library.html
Looking for Free/Discount Planning/Controls training/CPD http://www.taocm.co.uk/1.-training-courses---providers.html
Looking for Rules & Ethical Standards at
http://nebula.wsimg.com/d3f3cdaeb9e4d80111608bac05c6a072?AccessKeyId=206F5B5DF51AF22818BC&disposition=0&
alloworigin=1
Looking for Company/Employer International Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/2.-services-for-companiesemployers.html
Looking for your’ nearest Area Rep’ at http://www.taocm.co.uk/contact.html

Other Updates include –

-

The Project Controls ECITB Trailblazer Apprenticeship scheme has now been launched (read details inside)

-

Project Controls formally recognized as a separate/defined profession (not part of/or subset of some other profession)

The Association Guidelines for Employers to comply with the International Standards/Seek Accreditation are now
available at
http://nebula.wsimg.com/977986c4fe78cad0abfd0385a6f0a70c?AccessKeyId=206F5B5DF51AF22818BC&disposition=0&
alloworigin=1
The Association is about to become part of something much bigger (major announcements coming shortly)
We still need a few Area Rep's ; so if you want to take part , then please let us know ?.
Finally , for those that want to become members , then go to our website at http://www.taocm.co.uk routes to
membership page and follow instructions there
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2. Routes to Membership – (How To Apply for Membership)
One of the commonly asked questions we receive is : “What does a Planning and Controls Career Path look like” .

With The Association of Controls Management it is possible to start a career with no educational training and no
experience (apprenticeships) , all the way from Students / Assistant Engineers / Engineers / Senior Engineers / Managers &
Experts / Department Heads / Directors .
Full details of routes to membership are at http://www.taocm.co.uk/routes-to-membership.html

Routes To Membership - Taocm
www.taocm.co.uk
Routes To Membership :-1.0. Student .Currently enrolled in a
suitable/approved course of study. Evidence required --- Proof
of enrollment

There are several different routes.........................
1) New Apprenticeships (launched last Month) Tailored for those with neither training nor experience.
These are a mixture of Classroom Training and Physical work experience , this allows the trainee to work and
study at the same time .
(For most employers this training is free/subsidised)
Candidates at this level would be eligible for “Student” membership
2) Traditional ONC/HNC courses . Tailored for those with neither training nor experience.
These are a mixture of Classroom Training and Physical work experience , this allows the trainee to work and
study at the same time .
(For most employers this training is free/subsidised)
Candidates at this level would be eligible for “Student” membership
3) Guys who already have an HND/BSc but lack experience . Tailored for those who already have a relevant
qualification but ,lack experience.
Candidates at this level would be eligible for “Graduate” membership
4) Guys who already have an HND/BSc and over 3yrs relevant experience . Tailored for those who already have
a relevant qualification and relevant experience .
Candidates at this level would be eligible for “Associate” or “Member” membership level ; dependant on
assessment results
5) Guys who have many years of good experience but no formal qualifications . Tailored for those who have
extensive experience but missed formal training.
Candidates at this level would be eligible for “Associate” or “Member” membership level ; dependant on
assessment results
If you need more info' then take a look on http://www.taocm.co.uk
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3. The Association’s New Guidelines for Managing/Controlling Projects
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Fairly comprehensive and fully aligned with ISO Standards ; the only Planning and Controls
Guidance Document/s that are 100% aligned with proper International Standards and recognised in over
188 Countries Worldwide
For more information , how to apply to become a member , go to http://www.taocm.co.uk
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4. ECITB Planning and Project Controls Qualifications - (Industry wide/UK-Gov accredited)

Planning and Controls Training - ECITB Project Controls Qualifications and ,
Professional Recognition for Planning and Controls Professionals.
The ECITB Trailblazer Project Controls Apprenticeship is now 3 years further on.
The significance of this is ; that the ECITB courses are the only Project Controls training that have been
vetted and accredited to UK-Gov' standards .The addition of the new Apprenticeship allows access to
proper training ,with low entry level requirements but , after training (the higher training units) are
equivalent to BSc/MSc degree level . With this type of training ,on the job experience is gained right
alongside the academic and computer training .For any companies in the UK-Gov' training Levy scheme
, there are extremely good incentives offered (look on ECITB website for details) .
The ECITB training courses are ,the only courses available which correctly recognise Project Controls
as a separate/unique Profession ; and not as a sub-set of any other profession.
One of the biggest complaints from all planning and controls professionals was that there was no formal
training or recognition for the profession .The ECITB have answered that call .Now there is .
For details on all ECITB Courses go to https://www.ecitb.org.uk/Training-Services/ProjectManagement-Controls/Project-Controls
NB :- Further details of the new Industry Standard training courses and approved training providers ,will
be formally announced via the official independant professional organisation (The Association of
Controls Management)
For information on routes to Professional Membership / Membership assessments go to
http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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5. ECITB Survey – This is Important – Please Take 5 Minutes to do the Survey
If you agree that the highest level training for Project Controls Training is required , then can you please
take 5 minutes to respond on the link below
ACTION: can you click on this link and complete this survey and, circulate this link as widely as
possible amongst your colleagues that work in project controls?
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/HigherlevelPC
thank you for your continued support and input,
FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SURVEY
The industry-led project controls working group has successfully developed and delivered a level 3
Project Controls Technician apprentice standard and a refresh to the Level 3 ECITB Diploma in project
controls practice which underpins the Apprenticeship.
The Group is keen to ensure a progression path for project controls and, with this in mind, is seriously
considering developing a higher level Project Controls Professional Apprentice Standard for the
occupation of Lead project planner/lead cost engineer/ project controls manager etc. This would be
alongside a refresh to the existing vocational qualifications (currently at level 5*) which are linked to
professional recognition from the ACostE and which provide proof of vocational competence at an
advanced level.
This survey has been designed to assess the support for and potential use of:
1) A Project Controls Professional Apprentice Standard at level 6*.
2) A level 5 or 6 vocational qualification in Project Controls practice and techniques (for those unable to
do an apprenticeship).
3) The importance of professional recognition arising from a higher apprenticeship.
This survey should take about 5 minutes to complete and I really appreciate you taking time to complete it and
give feedback. Feel free to forward the link to colleagues with an interest in project controls to complete the
survey. The results will be analysed and I will circulate the results and also share them at the next working group
for the Project Controls Apprenticeship Group. This survey will close on 10th Apr
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6. Why Project Controls are Vital When Starting a Project

You don’t have to look very far to see that Australia has become the mecca for large-scale projects and
development. Take the Government’s ten-year, $75 billion Infrastructure Investment Program for example or the
resurgence we’re seeing in the mining sector, and the numerous other transport infrastructure projects in progress
across the country. For these projects, and any project, to be successful, an ideal outcome is that they are
completed on time and within budget. To help achieve this, project controls are delineated at the start of a project.
The data is gathered, risks assessed, and the processes implemented to balance the time and cost resources with
the desired outcomes for the project. Executing this requires trained expertise. That is why I have seen an
increased demand across all sectors for experienced Project Controls professionals and the value they bring to the
project. However, not every organisation sings to the tune of this approach. Often the Project Manager or
Construction Manager will be accountable for the function of project controls in addition to their own full-time
leadership responsibilities, coupled with trying to meet business objectives. As capable as an individual may be, a
lack of capacity could potentially see the progress of your project mired in the quicksand of inadequate planning,
significantly hindering your chances of success. Here’s why:

The Risk of Not Hiring a Project Controls Manager
The aim of a Project Controls Manager is to gather information in order to plan the cost and schedule of the entire
lifecycle of a project. The Project Manager then utilises this information to make the pertinent decisions needed to
achieve the milestones for success. In the embryonic stages of a project, it is currently common to see the Project
or Construction Manager plan the project controls as a subset of their daily jobs, rather than assigning this task to
a specialist. It could be argued that without sufficient planning through a dedicated project controls team, a
project is a house of cards on an unstable table. Project Controls Managers provide the framework to which the
outcomes are aligned, and they do this through:





Ascertaining the scope and time of the project.
Determining the risks and contingencies.
Monitoring the project from concept to completion whilst implementing corrective strategies where necessary.
Providing budgets as well as deadlines.
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Many companies are reluctant to invest in the upfront costs of hiring a Project Controls Manager, pending the
size, scale and make-up of the project. However, given their level of expertise and influence on successful
outcomes, the return on investment is immense. How much would a failed project cost your business? Perhaps the
answer will put into perspective how valuable it is to have someone experienced in laying those controls out at the
start.
Consider this. It’s not unusual for companies to have their Project Manager outline project controls at the outset
and then hire a Project Controls Manager later on, once the project is in full swing and the Project Manager is
focused on the delivery. Having heard of several instances, I can tell you that the repercussions can be enormous.
I was involved in a large project in Central Asia and the project controls functions were being handled by the
Project Manager and his engineering team over a nine-month period. After that, an experienced Project Controls
Manager was hired with experience in the field, well versed in project controls and systems and, crucially,
knowledge of the culture. It rendered the Project Manager’s work immaterial and inconsequential. Not having the
Project Controls Manager from the start set the project back by three months and contributed to the project
starting a year late. To point the entire delay to the lack of Project Controls expertise from project startup may be
drastic, it was diagnosed that this was a major contributing factor though.

Bring Them in Early
I have spoken to a number of people in the industry about this topic over the last few months and the feedback is
consistent and unyielding: have your planning and control teams set up from the beginning of the project all the
way through to the closeout. From the initiation of the project there needs to be clarity on budget, coupled with a
detailed schedule encompassing time, cost, scope and quality. Businesses have asserted that in order to run
projects successfully, project controls teams must be able to implement their systems, strategies and processes
early on, keeping the whole process running fluidly.
The Achilles heel for many businesses is the cost - after all, every project has resource constraints. What if,
however, the project isn’t delivering? You are more likely to be burning a hole in your pocket by redirecting
funds into trying to fix the problem rather than you would have needed to if a Project Controls Manager had been
brought in through the doors early on.
To shed further light on this point, I’ll share an inverse example to the one I mentioned earlier: on a recent big
transport project in Australia, the business invested in a Project Controls Manager through the pre-contractual
phase of the project, specifically assigned to this project. The right systems were set up correctly from day one,
which meant the early stages of the project were able to be planned and scheduled accordingly. This took place in
North Queensland where wet season fundamentals and other risks were accounted for in terms of the impact that
it would have on the project.
By virtue of hiring an authority on project controls to implement those processes in place, risks were mitigated,
and the project was a success. Similar to my previous case study, if it had been the Project Manager who was
navigating through the planning and project control systems, vital aspects of the project may have been taken for
granted, thus jeopardising the whole venture.

Final Thoughts
It’s a great time for your business to scale new heights in the Australian engineering, infrastructure and
construction landscapes. Every competitive advantage is essential in getting your project delivered on time and on
budget, so the outlay of engaging a Project Controls Manager at the beginning will ultimately mean cost savings
as you avoid the sinkhole of bad planning. Working together, the Project Manager and Project Controls Manager
are crucial to your enterprise – each having their own unique set of skills and responsibilities that will turn plans
into action and bring your project to fruition.
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7. The Importance of Knowing Your Contract

In today’s environment; getting appointed on projects can be very challenging. The margins are lean and work is
scarce. The emphasis is just getting the work in, starting the job, and getting the cash flowing. The terms are
simplified to a tender amount and the small print is simply ignored.
Often in the resolution of a dispute; the first point of order is coming to an agreement on what contract was signed
or whether a contract was signed at all. The contractor attempts to rely on the terms and conditions of their
proposal, while the employer attempts to rely on the conditions of their appointment letter.
In my opinion, the construction contract is a fundamental part of the planning process and should be concluded
and understood by the contractor before they commence with the project. Every project is unique, and obligations
and conditions should be clearly defined on an individual basis.
A quote that is applicable to the contractor in driving the point across about the importance of understanding
intimately the terms of the contract before commencement of works is by Brendon Burchard where he says, “The
time to have the map is before you enter the woods.” Taken from a literal standpoint, getting the map before you
enter the woods will help you navigate the woods confidently and with focus, as you would have the end
destination point in mind with more clarity.
Only understanding the terms of your agreement post commencement can lead to several problems. The most
common of these problems is proper notification to the employer or his agents of delays, variations, and
compensation events. Many standard construction contracts have time constraints on the notification of such
events; and the failure of proper notification in the terms of the contract will ultimately result in the rejection of a
claim.
Failing to understand the contractual obligations regarding notification to the employer (or his agents) can result
in a contractor accruing penalties for late completion. Penalties can add up quickly and easily cause a contractor
to make a substantial loss on the project or even go insolvent.
To avoid such risk, a contractor should always ensure:




There is a contract and the type and edition of the contract is clearly identified
The payment terms and requirements are understood
The notification process is understood
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Contract documentation is listed (such as):
o Recording of the drawing numbers of the designs used to price the project
o Specification documentation (e.g. finishing schedules)
o Breakdown of Preliminaries and General (to establish the cost chargeable to the employer per day, if a
delay was caused by the employer or one of his agents)
o Bills of Quantities/ Bill of Rates (if applicable)
Contract data is complete (such as):
o Contact details of the party to receive notices and claims (e.g. Principal Agent, Project Manager, Employer
proxy or Engineer)
o Is the contract fixed or re-measurable?
o Contract Price Adjustment Provisions
o Date of handover
o Date of completion
o Who is responsible for insurance, and to what extent?
o Type of security chosen (e.g. retention amount)
o Penalties (per calendar day or working day?)
o The nominating body for alternative dispute resolution is recorded
The contract makes provision for an alternative dispute resolution process (mediation, adjudication and/or
arbitration)
The contract is signed prior to commencement of the project and by those that have the authority to enter into
the agreement
Request a communication plan
All revisions or alterations to the contract or the project are recorded and agreed to in writing (do not rely on oral
agreements or instructions)
Notifications in terms of the contract are given in the time allowed and to the correct party

I believe that contractors can mitigate a lot of their risk of falling into a dispute, simply by understanding the
terms of their appointment and administering the contract for the duration of the project and its finalisation.
Knowing your contract like the back of your hand (on in the case of a contractor – like the back of the hard hat)
will save you from sticky situations that could get you into hot water. As the common adage goes, “Prevention is
better than cure.” Know your contract back to front, don’t be afraid to vocalise concerning issues that you gauge
could be a potential threat to your sanity during a project. You should try and address them before
commencement. Remember; prevention is better than cure.
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8. A Few Habits of Highly Defective Projects
1. I Don't Know Where We're Going But We're Making Damn Good Time

Do we have the requirements from the customer?
No…..
Do we have a scope for the design? No……
Do we have a preliminary design concept? No…
Do we have a budget? No…..
Do we have a clue what the customer even wants? No…
Do we have a timeline for this project?
…Can we have that done yesterday?
Just start doing something anyway, otherwise we’ll look unhelpful……

Faster… Faster… Faster… Stop !!!
Faster… Faster… Faster…. Stop !!!
What’s Taking So @#$% Long !?!?!?
2. Fire, Aim, Ready!

This is very common in product development…… firing blindfolded and in the dark. This is the hope and pray
method of product development. If you put enough lead in the air, by damn, you are bound to hit something!!
I’ve seen this too many times too count, cut twice, measure once!
“I cut it three times, and it’s still too short!”

The only thing you learn firing blindfolded in the dark, is that it hurts like hell when you shoot yourself in the foot
and it’s always someone else’s fault
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3. Too Many Chefs In The Kitchen

Alpha company and bravo company decided to engage in a boat race. Both teams practiced hard and long to reach
their peak performance levels. On the big day both teams were ready to win.
Bravo team won by a mile. Alpha team was discouraged by the loss and morale plummeted. Management decided
that the reason for the crushing defeat had to be found, so a consulting firm was hired to investigate the problem
and recommend corrective action.
The consultant's finding:
Bravo team had eight people rowing and one person steering.
Alpha team had one person rowing and eight people steering.
After a year of study and millions spent analyzing the problem, the consultant firm concluded that too many
people were steering and not enough were rowing on alpha team.
So as race day neared again the following year, alpha team's management structure was completely reorganized.
The new structure:
Four steering managers, three area steering managers, and a new performance review system for the person
rowing the boat to provide a work incentive.
The next year, bravo team won by two miles!!!
Humiliated, alpha team laid off the rower for poor performance and gave the managers a bonus for discovering
the problem.
4. Updating The Status Of The Status

“We need to have a meeting to discuss why your project is behind schedule…….
“I’m busy working…… “
“I’ll see you in ten minutes in the main conference room”
“…… So the reason I scheduled this meeting is to discuss why all of our projects are behind schedule….. And over
budget…..”
“I’m going to need that status update by COB….”
“ …I have a suggestion……. Perhaps we could try something called “work” instead of just talking about maybe doing
something at some point, sometime in the distant future….. “
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“How about we just say that you're lazy and unmotivated…. “
“We’re going to keep holding meetings until we figure out why we are behind schedule, over budget and no work is
getting done”
5. Everything Is Easy Provided You Don't Have To Do It, And You Don't Understand It

“It’s simple, it’s easy, you can have that done in a minute…… everything takes a minute… “
“I need you to build a faster than light spaceship and I need it by the end of the month”
You can give a monkey a scalpel, but that doesn’t make him a surgeon.
6. Budgets, Lies & Bull Sh*t

We need to have a meeting to discuss having a meeting to discuss why your budget estimates are too high.“
“ ….Did I tell you that your project just got approved?
“What’s my budget ?”
“You don’t have one…..”
“And I’m going to need that 6 weeks sooner for a trade show…..”
“And the scope just doubled…..”
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7. The Job Isn't Done Until You've Blamed Someone For All The Parts That Went Wrong

Agree to everything, do nothing, blame a vendor….. Then shoot the messenger…. You don’t want to leave any
witnesses behind.
Just remember, it’s always someone else’s fault, never accept responsibility for anything.
Accountability is just a word leaders use right before the scapegoating begins. It’s good to be the leader…
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9. 25 Years a CPM Scheduler : How Project Controls Means More than Just Estimating or Scheduling
(An Article by Derek Graham)
When I took up CPM scheduling, in 1993, I was superintendent of a bank cut-and-fill parking lot, for a business
school property. At that time, I had 8 years experience as a carpenter/mechanic. I was designated de facto
scheduler by virtue of there being no one else that could schedule at the company. The platform I then learned
was known as Timeline. I also began training as an estimator. Finally, in 2000, I took up Primavera 6, and became
a bona fide CPM scheduler, with 7 years estimating experience, as well.

"Contractors will say they can’t afford a CPM scheduler. Considering lessons-learned - they can’t
afford not to.
In 2000, I had no notion of Project Controls, as such - hadn’t even heard of them. Years later, in 2010,
when I took up scheduling full time, I began to realize that there were some subtle and major
distinctions to be made between CPM schedulers and estimators, and project controllers, and the way
their roles are perceived in the building and other industries, such as aviation, aeronautics, oil and gas,
processing, manufacturing, and so on.
‘Project managers not only blow off creating their own CPM schedules, they avoid investing in
any CPM schedule.
Those who follow my blog know that 75% of all project schedulers are created by untrained project
managers, or other unsuitable personnel. Unsuitable because CPM scheduler isn’t a project manager’s
role, and because they typically have enough to do already. Their work is recognizable in non-CPM
spreadsheet schedules, and MS Project plots full of hard-constraint icons in the first column. They fail
miserably at their task mostly for lack of training and resources.

‘A project manager’s schedule is no more logic-driven than a Day Runner
However; many of these humble/arrogant schedulers are not to blame for epidemic shortcomings - the
organizations that hire them to take on that role regardless of acumen. They do so out of contempt for
bona fide CPM schedules, a disrespect for the vocation. They also do it so they don’t have to hire a
skilled CPM scheduler. The practice ultimately taxes the project manager with too much responsibility,
which he in turn addresses short shrift.
Yet, contractors and project managers show little interest in the remaining 25% of building schedules
created by trained operators. The schedule, to them, is not a forecasting or accountability tool, it’s
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merely a service they are required to provide, by contract. This sort of cynicism is typically
consistent with the company’s attitude. It’s no wonder contractors and engineers grit their teeth when
they can’t find skilled operators to swing at low-ball pitches.
‘The building industry’s relationship with project controls is typically Flinstonian
Many bootstrap dork EPC firms still prefer schedulers with certifications or degrees. Most of these are
underpaid positions occupied by green graduates, with little or no field experience. These are mere data
jockeys because they don’t have the field experience that a professional CPM scheduler should have to
inform them of project durations, relationships and sequencing. Moreover, they have no estimating
experience. Without estimating experience a critical aspect of the scheduler’s vocation- cost-loaded
scheduling - is neglected altogether.

Doh! - a recent takeover project I passed on
It wasn’t until I had many years estimating and scheduling experience that I was introduced to the
notion of project controls, by way of research that I’ve done over the years. I discovered platforms, like
Deltek’s Acumen Fuse, that are developed to facilitate project controllers proper.
Project controls proper, is a blend of scheduling and estimating departments working together to create
efficient strategies to tackle their most demanding work. Project controls involves far more than an
estimate and GANTT chart: it delivers sophisticated analysis and forensics for optimum accountability
and foresight.
As I began to realize the many nuances between project controllers, and schedulers and estimators, I
also learned an appreciation for it by enhancing skills I already had with more sophisticated software
platforms - such as the Deltek family. This I did with the hope that I would enhance my skill set and
make myself more marketable toward more progressive firms.
After some time, of course, it became clear that much of the building industry doesn’t recognize the
term ‘project controls,’ much less create a department for it, because they have no such programs. They
may have an estimator and scheduler and still not have a project controls department, because project
controls goes so far beyond their concept of it.
'Contractors dumbing down the vocation with incompetence do the industry no favor.
I posted about many project controls platforms, in Deltek Insight Conference, 2017, which was pretty
mind-boggling. In that post I emphasized how few from the building industry attended. The
constituency was chiefly aviation, aeronautics, utility, infrastructure, oil and gas, processing, and
manufacturing - the ‘Big Boys.’ These folks are dead serious in their work using Deltek’s advanced
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platforms to manage their portfolios, and leagues ahead of their building industry counterparts. Their
industries also find it hard to source new talent.
Not that building industry schedulers and estimators aren’t serious - they just aren’t trained or
compensated for the scheduler role - half-baked as it were. Parsimonious contractors think that this
dumbing down of the skill set will keep salaries low, and that’s a lose/lose proposition. Instead, they
should invest more in training and development.
'Building industry’ invariably brings half-baked CPM fare to the table.
One might say building industry scheduling and estimating is a chiefly spectator sport whereas
project controllers are active participants. That nuance can be attributed to the job description of a
typical project controller - who would utilize much more sophisticated platforms, and more analytic
tools, such as EVM, EVAS, and others that deliver on demand KPIs.
'Rubrics, you mean like the cube puzzle?
Builders understandably don’t like to coordinate with the schedules they create. They’d rather just build
- and they may as well - lacking real schedules. In contrast, organizations with project control
departments wouldn’t think to build anything without their validated project controls estimates and
schedules guiding them. That doesn’t necessarily mean they always make turnaround deadlines either,
but it tells them why.

'The humble spreadsheet schedule
Sure, the building industry is more hap-hazard and inconsistent in the way it uses estimates and
schedules. Forensics and analysis seldom enter the picture, save for the odd TIA (Time Impact
Analysis). But it has little attention span for things like benchmarks, rubrics, and metrics. Therein lies a
great divide between the building industries and others.
Sure, the building industry is more hap-hazard and inconsistent in the way it uses estimates and
schedules. Forensics and analysis seldom enter the picture, save for the odd TIA (Time Impact
Analysis). But it has little attention span for things like benchmarks, rubrics, and metrics. Therein lies a
great divide between the building industries and others, and project controls, and plain old estimating
and scheduling.
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The importance of punctuation

(An Article by Pru Gayton)

Punctuation is powerful: it is one of the most important facets of the English language. The way in
which we communicate has the power to persuade people whether or not to do business with us.
Punctuation gives meaning to your content, so it’s essential to have a comprehensive knowledge of
punctuation marks, their meanings and context, in order to produce a good piece of writing that conveys
the right message. Even the smallest error in punctuation can produce a completely different meaning to
the one intended (see the image above!).
Regardless of the type of business you own, it is likely that you still rely heavily on the written word to
convey your marketing message, whether it’s via your website, social media, email marketing or
proposals. Written communication has a much longer shelf-life than the spoken word, never truer in our
increasingly digital age, when tweets, blogs or emails can be found again and again with a simple click
of the keyboard.
Gain respect and trust
You want to give a good first impression. A considered and consistent use of proper punctuation is vital
in all forms of business communications. The way in which we write communicates a message every bit
as important as the subject matter itself. Written communications show the world that we are
professional. The correct use of punctuation and grammar will enhance the credibility of your business
as competent and trustworthy – a business to be taken seriously.
Convey the right message
Punctuation errors can be distracting to the reader, causing potential confusion and dilution of your
message. If it’s not clear what you’re trying to say, the true meaning of your message can be
misinterpreted. Writing that engages the reader and provides them with a clear understanding of your
aims and objectives will make them feel more comfortable doing business with you. Equally, it’s just as
important to convey messages clearly to your staff and stakeholders.
Create the right impression
Your written communication is a reflection of your business. Good or bad, punctuation makes an
impression! It might sound melodramatic, but prioritising the value of good grammar and punctuation
can
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11. Why Project Planning is Important to All the Project Team

Dr. Nick Tiong
Project Manager – Ensure the critical path activities have no delay; know overall construction status; foresee
problems and activities that may delay work progress.

Engineers – Ensure the construction progress is according to the work programme; prepare micro
schedule for site management; prepare supporting documents and update work progress.
Quantity Surveyor – Prepare and order the material/ resources according to the early start of the
activities.
Construction Manager - Plan ahead construction activities; ensure resources is well prepared for the
incoming activities; foresee the construction problem.
Consultant – Know the status of the construction progress; prior to settle all technical issues for the
critical activities according to work programme.
Contract Manager – Sub-contract awarding plan; progress claim by referring to work programme update
status.
Health, Safety & Environment Officer – Prepare toolbox meeting by referring to work programme;
know where and when to supervise critical work activities.
Procurement Manager – Supplier awarding plan.
Engineering Student – Enhance Value by acquiring extra skill and knowledge for better job
opportunities in future.
EXCEDU GROUP SDN BHD
Please contact me at nicktiong@excedu.com.my if you have interest to learn more.
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12. UK BIM Alliance Launches Product Data Working Group

The UK BIM Alliance has launched a working group to help support construction
product data – the group will encourage the industry to come together to meet the
challenges of product data use and management
The working group will be led by Su Butcher, social strategist and Alliance Executive Team Member. The
announcement comes after Butcher and Alliance Chair Anne Kemp facilitated a meeting of key stakeholders at
the IET in London in January.
Speaking after the decision, Kemp said: “This initiative is essential to bring the industry together on this difficult
topic. It also demonstrates how the Alliance can provide independent leadership and identify and fill the gaps that
are preventing implementation of BIM.”
The working group will be made up of volunteers. Once constituted it aims to spend three months consulting
widely and will produce a short report identifying areas where solutions exist, where they need investigating and
where further work needs to be done.
Butcher trained as an architect and now works with product manufacturers. “This is a topic very close to my
heart, as I see the difficulty both product manufacturers and architects currently have working with data,” she
said.
“Many manufacturers are unwilling to invest any more time because they simply don’t feel there is an agreed
framework and standards to work to. Many architects don’t feel they can access the right information in the right
format, and clients and contractors have issues too. The aim of the Alliance is to move us along the journey to
resolve those issues, and bring the whole industry with us.”
The Alliance has issued a report on their meeting with stakeholders which took place on 10 January. It can be
accessed here: Download Report.
The report explains that the new working group will run a ‘briefing project’ over three months. Volunteers are
sought who are willing to meet stakeholders and do the preliminary research. The outcome will be a briefing
document and roadmap, setting out the current landscape and areas of need, for which the UK BIM Alliance may
commission future projects or invite other stakeholders to carry out projects on its behalf. The document advises
that volunteers should be ‘ready to get their hands dirty’.
Volunteers are requested to contact the Alliance at info@ukbimalliance.org with details of experience and
expertise in product data and team working, and confirming their ability to participate.
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13. Optimization and Economics : Core of Every Engineering

An article by Rohit Baviskar
Whenever you think of engineering, you think of creating new stuff, solving problems or researching new
theories. You see programmers writing codes on computers, mechanical engineers building cars, civil engineers
constructing buildings and bridges, etc. But with all these, what lies in the heart of every engineering is
economics and optimization.

What is Optimization?
Optimization is finding the best solution to a problem from available or scarce resources. One of the
classic examples, you have a grocery store and you want to sell newly launched chocolates. Now in
order to sell it, you have to make people test it, and in order to test it, people should notice it, and in
order to notice it, the chocolates should be kept in such a place where people can see it. Now, you also
do not want to lose the business done by other products. So you have to keep them in such a place where
people will buy this new chocolate as well as buy all the other stuff. Thus, you have to do optimization
here. And do you see how economics is closely related to optimization?
The Relation of Economics and Optimization
Whenever there is a problem to solve, an engineer applies some parameters or variables to it. One of the
variables is the economics. Because without money you cannot do anything. Now for any business, the
goal is to make maximum profit by keeping the production costs minimum. And, here comes
optimization in the picture. The answer of "How much to produce, to get maximum profit?", is given by
optimization. If you produce too low, you'll suffer a loss. If you produce too much, you'll get less profit.
You have to find that sweet little spot which when achieved, you will get maximum profit.
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Take a look at this image. At Pt. C, you have maximum profits. This is the sweet spot you have to hit. If
you go above that a point may come where you will have no-profit, no-loss, even if you produce very
high quantities. Below Pt. A, you have losses. This is where you are producing very few units. And
hence optimization is very necessary.
Whenever you talk of optimization, economics has to be somewhere nearby. They are just like the two
sides of the same coin. Take any real-life example of optimization and you will see economics play its
role somewhere.
Take any field of engineering. You always have to optimize some or the thing, keeping its economics in
mind. Being a chemical engineer, we need optimization, to determine the minimum area of the reactor
for maximum conversion, to determine the path of pipes so that minimum loss may occur, you get the
point. Similarly, take any field, and you'll see optimization play its role. And so it forms the core of
every engineering.
And optimization is not just used by engineers. They are used by just everyone, as shown in the above
grocery store example. But, the purpose of this article is to make you aware that these two are hidden
gems of problem-solving. In most of the undergraduate engineering academic courses, these subjects are
not taught. And even if they are taught, they are not taught from the perspective of real-life problems.
We were taught optimization for a complete semester. What it was, just some mathematical models, and
nothing else. This is not a way to learn optimization. If you want to study optimization, study it using
real-life examples only. And when you study optimization, do not forget economics!
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14. The Association and 20|20 – Bringing a Positive Message to the Project Controls Community

The Association of Controls Management and 20|20 - bringing a
positive message to the Project Controls community
20|20 Partner with The Association of Controls Management
20|20 are delighted to have signed an agreement with The Association of Controls Management
(TAOCM), supporting efforts in providing professional recognition and best industry standards &
practices for Controls Management.
TAOCM was set up to create a centre of excellence for the Controls Management community. There are
a variety of membership routes available which all provide members with access to a wide range of
training, resources and research opportunities as well as continued professional development. TAOCM
allows members credentials to be aligned with other professionals in the industry whilst recognises their
committment to Professional Excellence and Integrity.
The agreement will see 20|20 become the recommend training partner for TAOCM, providing a variety
of ECITB accredited courses including Certificate in Project Controls and the Management &
Development Leadership Programme.
Michael Morrice, who heads up TAOCM explained the importance of creating partnerships like this.
“TAOCM was created as it was recognised that there were lots of people in the Project Planning and
Controls industry who were looking for accredited training and a refined continued development
pathway. There has never been a professional organisation looking after planning & controls individuals
and now that we can do this through important partnerships like this. By partnering with organisations
like 20|20 we can ensure we are delivering all aspects of our members needs”
Tony Marks, CEO of 20|20 noted “As Project Controls is an element of Project Management there has
always been an assumption that people will progress to become Project Managers. There has been a
glaring gap in recognising the needs of thousands of people in the Controls industry and it is great to see
it being recognised as a career in its own right. 20|20 are delighted to be a partner of the association and
we hope it brings a positive message to the Project Controls community.”
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